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MAJOR ASSUMPTIONS MADE
In EnCata we have created a private INCUBATION TECHNOPARK which efficiently
uses both VC funding and government grants in the very early stage (pre-seed) startup
development, while providing its residents with all the necessary infrastructure and
services to develop HW and deep-tech projects.
We believe EnCata has developed a whole new approach to incubate, nurture and
grow hardware and scientific startups and we do so with a much better efficiency
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OUTPUTS CREATED
● 40+ deep-tech/hardware strartups are now being incubated at the moment within EnCata Incubation Technopark.
● Local governments now see a whole new efficient approach to stimulate innovation and growth and re-visit and their old inefficient grant
policies and administrative procedures.
● VCs are now lining up to be a next round investors (both pre-seed and seed stage)
● InCubation technoparks is set to be opened in varios locations across Belarus, Russia, USA and EU

INDICATORS / SCALE / IMPACT

PARTNERS

●The real impact (ROI) will be measured in 5-10 years time (a typical startup lifecycle).
● Now, EnCata has become the hot-spot for science and innovation in CIS countries and
this business model is highly regarded as "very efficient" by other players in field of
innovation.
● Government (public) DIRECT spendings (in forms of grants) will be spent more effectively
while a significant spill-over effect is already being created and many 'old technologies'
locked up in Academia are now in 'technology transfer phase'.
● Government's OVERHEADs (administrative) costs to manage the public spendings will be
reduced 5-10 fold with the VOUCHERS management/Smartcontract software.

● CypherHub (pre-seed VC fund)
● UNDP
● Belarus Innovation Fund (Belarus)
● Ministry of Economics (Belarus)

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS / UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLE

REPLICATION POTENTIAL / SUSTAINABILITY

● Public money (grants) is the only option to fund a pre-seed stage of a hardware/deep
tech startup (technology/product development phase) to reach out to ivestment round.
● Academia is very bad in [business] innovation and technology transfer so 'marrying'
them with tech entrepreneurs for the pre-seed stage is a sound and working idea.
● Government struggles to understand what innovation is about, so let the business
decide. I.e. support the best practices from the business in building the ecosystem.
● VCs are poor in identifying potential 'unicorn' technologies and their appetite to risk is
very low at the pre-seed stage. Appetite increases towards the end of product dev.

Incubation Technoparks and its parts are set to be replicated across
Belarus.
EnCata is now engaged in multiple negotiations with local authorities
and Universities over scaling up in the USA, EU, China and the GCC
(Gulf) region.
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